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Dominion Voting Systems Officer of Strategy

and SECURITY Eric Coomer Admitted in 2016

Vendors and Election Officials Have Access to

Manipulate the Vote
By Jim Hoft
Published November 13, 2020 at 7:55am 
577 Comments



Dr. Eric Coomer who is responsible for the strategy and Security of

Dominion Voting Systems at Dominion Voting Systems.

But if you search the company’s profile Eric Coomer has since been

removed from their page of directors.

In 2016 Coomer told the Illinois States Board of Elections that it was

possible to bypass election systems software.



Here is more from the 2016 article at the Post and Email:

Dr. Coomer’s statement brings to light a very serious issue all voters

should understand. Voting systems must be re-certified each time they

make changes to the hardware or software. Recertification is an expensive

and time consuming process. What Dr. Coomer told the Board is that

Dominion Voting does not go back for recertification of software

when threats to their code are discovered. Rather, they rely on post-

election audits and providing advice to election jurisdictions about security.

I have reviewed all of the recertification documents produced by

Dominion, and I do not recall any software adjustments for security

purposes.



This is the reality of the security of your vote. Software systems that

count and record the vote across Illinois and throughout the USA are not

updated to address security problems, and even if they were, the software

can be completely bypassed by going to the data tables that drive the

systems.

Here is the video…

Dominion was written about by the Clinton Global Initiative.



The AP mentioned Coomer in their September article.

President elect Jules
@jlfgetserious

AP article on the Georgia machines from sept 29,2020,
exec with dominion
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More…

Entrepreneur Joe Oltmann researched the Dominion Voting Systems this

week after news broke on the unexplained computer “glitches” that

mysteriously took votes from President Trump in many states and gave

those votes to Joe Biden or erased the votes completely.

Joe Oltmann did a deep dive on Dr. Eric Coomer who is responsible for

the strategy and Security of Dominion Voting Systems.

Oltmann posted a Facebook post by Coomer from June.

Dr. Coomer retweeted the “Antifa” manifesto letter to President

Trump.

Needless to say Dr. Coomer is NOT a Trump supporter!

This is a FB post from Dr. Eric Coomer. This is the Antifa “manifesto” letter

to Trump. This is the man that is responsible for the strategy and Security

of Dominion Voting Systems. I will post all of the posts here over the next

couple of days. Share and follow pic.twitter.com/E2rK9TznVw



— Joe Oltmann (@JoeOltmann) November 12, 2020

Here is that letter:



page 2

page 3



page 4



Joe Oltmann also posted other anti-Trump Facebook posts by Dr.

Coomer including a YouTube video titled “Dead Prez.”



Twitter removed Joe Oltmann’s account last night for some reason.

It is very interesting that Twitter would remove the one account that

was investigating Coomer, his far left background and his role at

Dominion.
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Report: Anti-Trump Dominion Voting Systems

Security Chief Was Participating in Antifa Calls,

Posted Antifa Manifesto Letter to Trump Online
By Jim Hoft
Published November 14, 2020 at 9:21pm 
876 Comments

In 2010 Eric Coomer joined Dominion as Vice President of U.S. Engineering.

According to his bio, Coomer graduated from the University of California,

Berkeley with a Ph.D. in Nuclear Physics.



Eric Coomer was later promoted to Voting Systems Officer of Strategy and

Security although Coomer has since been removed from the Dominion page

of directors.

In a stunning interview conducted by Michelle Malkin, Joe Oltmann, FEC

(Faith Education Commerce) United founder, reveals how he infiltrated Antifa

and how during a conversation with Antifa members, he discovered “Eric from

Dominion” was allegedly part of the chat during the week of September 27,

2020.



Oltmann explained that “Eric” was telling the Antifa members they needed to

“keep up the pressure.” When one of the caller’s asked, “Who’s Eric?” someone

answered, “Eric, he’s the Dominion guy.” Oltmann said that as the

conversation continued, someone asked, “What are we gonna do if F*cking

Trump wins?” Oltmann paraphrased how Eric (the Dominion guy) responded,

“Don’t worry about the election, Trump’s not gonna win. I made

f*cking sure of that!”

After Oltmann, who runs a data company, finished the call, he started to

investigate “Eric from Dominion,” in Denver, CO., and came upon Eric Coomer.

Oltmann admitted that it didn’t make sense that Eric Coomer would be the

Antifa member on the call and that at the time, he knew nothing about

Dominion Voting Systems.

It wasn’t until after he started hearing about Dominion Voting Systems in the

news following the election that he remembered the remarks made by “Eric

from Dominion” on the Antifa chat.

Oltmann began digging into Eric Coomer, trying to find anything he could

about him. Oltmann finally hit gold when he was able to (legally) access

what he claims is Dominion VP, Eric Coomer’s Facebook page. What he found

was stunning. Joe Oltmann said he never saw such hate and vitriol coming

from someone who has a Ph.D. in Nuclear Physics. Oltmann explained to



Malkin that Coomer actually re-posted the Antifa manifesto to President

Trump on his Facebook page.

Do you think Dominion was in on the steal?

Yes No Submit

Completing this poll entitles you to The Gateway Pundit news updates free of charge. You may opt out at anytime.
You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use.

The Gateway Pundit posted  a copy of that Antifa letter to Trump in a

previous report.

Joe Oltmann was removed from Twitter this week.  His tweets on Eric Coomer

upset big tech.

Oltman admits that by revealing this information about Coomer, he is putting

himself in danger.



He may have a Ph.D. in Nuclear Physics, but when it comes to hiding his

hatred for President Trump, Trump supporters, law enforcement, or even for

Texans, Dominion’s Eric Coomer isn’t very smart.

In 2017, when Coomer was in Nevada, he mocked President Trump’s Election

Integrity Commission on Facebook.

Coomer shared a Washington Post article titled, “The voting commission is a

fraud itself. Shut it down.” The article, written by the unhinged Trump hater

Jennifer Rubin, was an attack on President Trump’s May 11, 2017, Executive

Order on the Establishment of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election

Integrity.



What about Trump’s Election Integrity Commission triggered Coomer? Was it

the part about “Vulnerabilities in voting systems and practices used for

Federal elections that could lead to improper voter registrations and improper

voting, including fraudulent voter registrations and fraudulent voting,” that

caused Coomer to have a childish meltdown on his Facebook page?

Dominion’s Director of Strategy and Security’s response to Rubin’s article

appears to be a bit unhinged: “And in other news…There be some serious

fuckery going on right here fueled by our Cheeto-in-chief stocking lie after lie

on the flames of [former Kansas Sec. of State Chris] Kobach…You want

something serious to worry about? This is it. “





Here’s what Coomer had to say to his “friends” on Facebook on July 21, 2016,

who are Trump supporters.



From Coomer’s Facebook post:

Facebook friend land- open call-



If you are planning to vote for the autocratic, narcissistic, fascists, ass-hat

blowhard and his Christian jihadist VP pic, UNFRIEND ME NOW! No, I’m not

joking. I’m all for reasoned political discourse and healthy debate- I’m

looking at you ( 3 names of friends). I disagree with you three on many

philosophical grounds but respect your opinions. Only and absolute

FUCKING IDIOT could ever vote for that wind-bag fuck-tard FASCIST

RACIST FUCK! No bullshit, I don’t give a damn if you’re friend, family, or

random acquaintance, pull the lever, mark an oval, touch a screen for that

carnival barker—UNFRIEND ME NOW. I have no desire whatsoever to ever

interact with you. You are beyond hope, beyond reason. you are controlled

by fear, reaction, and bullshit. Get your shit together.

Oh, it that doesn’t persuade you, FUCK YOU! Seriously, this fucking ass-

clown stands against everything that makes this country awesome! You

want in on that? You deserve nothing but contempt.

Near the bottom of his rant, Coomer clarifies: “These opinions are rational

and completely my own. They are based in reason and highly credible.

Though they are not necessarily the thoughts of my employer, though if

not, I should probably find another job. Who wants to work for complete

morons?” Comer appears to be trying to cover his tracks, “None of my

personal opinions affect my professional conduct or attitudes,” adding, “I

am non-partisan.”





According to Oltmann, Eric Coomer isn’t a big fan of the police. During his

interview with Malkin, he shared several screenshots of anti-police rhetoric like

an image a link to YouTube from the hip-hop song “Dead Prez.”

Here’s a portion of the lyrics from the “Dead Prez” song in case it’s not on your

personal playlist:

Is there heaven for us hip-hop heathens

Big Pop and Pac, even Eazy had ’em leanin’

We all children lookin’ for a reason

What do you believe in, betrayal, treason?

I’m out for dead presidency

I’m out for dead presidency

I’m out for dead presidency

I’m out for dead fuckin’ presidents that represent me





This screenshot, captured by Joe Oltmann, makes one wonder if Eric’s not a

fan of the United States either.





A lot of people may be glad to know that Texas rejected using

Dominion Voting Systems in their state after reading this garbage!
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30 states in America, including every critical swing state in the

November election, used Dominion Voting Systems.
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Denver Business Owner: Dominion’s Eric Coomer

Is an Unhinged Sociopath — His Internet Profile Is

Being Deleted and Erased (AUDIO)
By Jim Hoft
Published November 16, 2020 at 10:55am 
433 Comments

In 2010 Eric Coomer joined Dominion as Vice President of U.S. Engineering.

According to his bio, Coomer graduated from the University of California,

Berkeley with a Ph.D. in Nuclear Physics.



Eric Coomer was later promoted to Voting Systems Officer of Strategy and

Security at Dominion.  Coomer has since been removed from the Dominion

page of directors.

In fact, in our interview with Denver native Joe Oltmann, Eric Coomer’s

presence is being SCRUBBED FROM THE INTERNET!



The Gateway Pundit’s Jim Hoft interviewed Denver business owner Joe

Oltmann on Sunday.  Oltmann, the founder of FEC (Faith Education

Commerce) United,  revealed how he infiltrated Antifa and how during a

conversation with Antifa members, he discovered “Eric from Dominion” was

allegedly part of the chat during the week of September 27, 2020.

Oltmann told TGP that “Eric” was telling the Antifa members they needed to

“keep up the pressure.” When one of the caller’s on a September group call

asked, “Who’s Eric?” someone answered, “Eric, he’s the Dominion guy.”

Oltmann said that as the conversation continued, someone asked, “What are

we gonna do if F*cking Trump wins?” Oltmann paraphrased how Eric (the

Dominion guy) responded, “Don’t worry about the election, Trump’s not

gonna win. I made f*cking sure of that!”

Oltmann, who runs a Denver data company, started to investigate “Eric from

Dominion,” following the call and came upon Eric Coomer.



Did Democrats try to steal the election?

Yes No Submit

Completing this poll entitles you to The Gateway Pundit news updates free of charge. You may opt out at anytime.
You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use.

Oltmann admitted that it didn’t make sense that Eric Coomer would be the

Antifa member on the call and that at the time, he knew nothing about

Dominion Voting Systems.

It wasn’t until after he started hearing about Dominion Voting Systems in the

news following the election that he remembered the remarks made by “Eric

from Dominion” on the Antifa chat.

Oltmann began digging into Eric Coomer, trying to find anything he could

about him. Oltmann finally hit gold when he was able to (legally) access

what he claims is Dominion VP, Eric Coomer’s Facebook page.

Joe Oltmann said he never saw such hate and vitriol coming from

someone who has a Ph.D. in Nuclear Physics. Oltmann explained to

Malkin that Coomer actually re-posted the Antifa manifesto to

President Trump on his Facebook page.



Oltmann told The Gateway Pundit he believes Eric Coomer is mentally ill and

a sociopath.  Coomer plays the corporate executive during the day and an

unhinged Trump hater and Antifa supporter in his private life.

The Gateway Pundit posted  a copy of that Antifa letter to Trump in a

previous report that Coomer posted on his Facebook page before it was taken

down.

Joe Oltmann was removed from Twitter last week after he exposed Eric

Coomer from Dominion.

Joe’s tweets on Eric Coomer obviously upset big tech.

Oltman admits that by revealing this information about Coomer, he is putting

himself in danger but he is resolute in exposing Coomer and the company he

works for.

Joe Oltmann later in the interview told The Gateway Pundit that he is receiving

numerous death threats after exposing Coomer and Dominion systems.

According to Oltmann, Coomer may have a Ph.D. in Nuclear Physics,

but when it comes to hiding his hatred for President Trump, Trump

supporters, law enforcement, or even for Texans, Dominion’s Eric

Coomer isn’t very smart.



Dominion’s Director of Strategy and Security’s response to Rubin’s article

appears to be a bit unhinged: “And in other news…There be some serious

fuckery going on right here fueled by our Cheeto-in-chief stocking lie after lie

on the flames of [former Kansas Sec. of State Chris] Kobach…You want

something serious to worry about? This is it. “



Here’s what Coomer had to say to his “friends” on Facebook on July 21, 2016,

who are Trump supporters.



From Coomer’s Facebook post:

Facebook friend land- open call-



If you are planning to vote for the autocratic, narcissistic, fascists, ass-hat

blowhard and his Christian jihadist VP pic, UNFRIEND ME NOW! No, I’m not

joking. I’m all for reasoned political discourse and healthy debate- I’m

looking at you ( 3 names of friends). I disagree with you three on many

philosophical grounds but respect your opinions. Only and absolute

FUCKING IDIOT could ever vote for that wind-bag fuck-tard FASCIST

RACIST FUCK! No bullshit, I don’t give a damn if you’re friend, family, or

random acquaintance, pull the lever, mark an oval, touch a screen for that

carnival barker—UNFRIEND ME NOW. I have no desire whatsoever to ever

interact with you. You are beyond hope, beyond reason. you are controlled

by fear, reaction, and bullshit. Get your shit together.

Oh, it that doesn’t persuade you, FUCK YOU! Seriously, this fucking ass-

clown stands against everything that makes this country awesome! You

want in on that? You deserve nothing but contempt.

Near the bottom of his rant, Coomer clarifies: “These opinions are rational

and completely my own. They are based in reason and highly credible.

Though they are not necessarily the thoughts of my employer, though if

not, I should probably find another job. Who wants to work for complete

morons?” Comer appears to be trying to cover his tracks, “None of my

personal opinions affect my professional conduct or attitudes,” adding, “I

am non-partisan.”





According to Oltmann, Eric Coomer isn’t a big fan of the police. During his

interview with Michelle Malkin, he shared several screenshots of anti-police

rhetoric like an image a link to YouTube from the hip-hop song “Dead Prez.”

As reported earlier, here’s a portion of the lyrics from the “Dead Prez”

song in case it’s not on your personal playlist:

Is there heaven for us hip-hop heathens

Big Pop and Pac, even Eazy had ’em leanin’

We all children lookin’ for a reason

What do you believe in, betrayal, treason?

I’m out for dead presidency

I’m out for dead presidency

I’m out for dead presidency

I’m out for dead fuckin’ presidents that represent me





This screenshot, captured by Joe Oltmann, makes one wonder if Eric’s not a

fan of the United States either.





A lot of people may be glad to know that Texas rejected using

Dominion Voting Systems in their state after reading this garbage!



30 states in America, including every critical swing state in the

November election, used Dominion Voting Systems.

Here is our interview with Joe Oltmann on Sunday night.
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WAKE UP AMERICA! Bold Billionaire Offers $1

Million Bounty for Dominion’s, Eric Coomer’s

Comeuppance
By Jim Hoft
Published December 28, 2020 at 12:10pm 
941 Comments

Alki David, Billionaire Businessman, Podcaster

Want to make a quick million? All you have to do is tell the truth that

could save America.



In a world on the edge of collapse into global technocratic

authoritarianism, that’s how easy it is to be an instant hero right now.

And a millionaire.

Alki David is a billionaire mogul and podcaster. He is also, apparently, not an

anti-American globalist. That makes at least one. We must celebrate him and

get his message out, despite knowing little else about the man. Perhaps more

will follow and he can give us all more details about his bounty. We would love

to hear from him.

Please pass this on to Eric Coomer VP of Sales at Dominion – thanks

https://t.co/sHQfuJeIHI

— Alki David (@alkidavid) December 23, 2020

The Mogul retweeted a story from ShockYa.com (a site that is affiliated

with his FilmOn.com media site).  Mr. David is upset about the state of America

and The West due to governmental Covid overreach and election fraud.  He

admonishes us all to “WAKE UP AMERICA!” To this end, he is offering

a $1,000,000 bounty for any “irrefutable evidence that the Dominion Voting

Systems and its employee Eric Coomer produced fraudulent votes during the

2020 election.” A cool million dollars isn’t quite enough to get you a dumpy

house in Silicon Valley’s Bay Area that a Tech Mogul might have.  However, it



just might get you about 2000 Playstation 5s or a few hundred thousand rolls

of toilet paper for the government’s coming Covid-pocalypse.

But, wait!  There’s more!

According to the article, the tech and cannabis billionaire also “offered $1000

to anyone who went to their local hospital in a supposed COVID hotspot and

filmed the ER and ICU admittance areas. He showed some of the winning

entries on his Instagram Stories: Empty parking lots and waiting areas in

Germany, the UK and America.”

PR Stunt or not, America appreciates and desperately needs honest,

courageous displays of capitalism in defense of American freedom and

society, and we hope this one is honest and legitimate.

We know that Dominion is one of the companies accused of massive fraud in

numerous lawsuits around the country stemming from the 2020 election. But

who is Eric Coomer?



Besides being stunningly attractive and not at all menacing in

appearance, Eric Coomer is an alleged PhD who allegedly worked for

Dominion, possibly doing menial tasks, cleaning glass, and growing a

neckbeard—though we cannot confirm anything except the neckbeard.

As an employee of Dominion, he seemed to be fairly integral.  In fact, he

seems to have designed several voting machine patents beginning in

2011, at least some of which belonged to dominion but now belong to

China’s HSBC as of last year.



An affidavit from Trump Lawsuit highlighting Coomer’s Dominion Patent, now

alleged to belong to China[/caption]

He also can be seen in training videos explaining to users ‘adjudication’

functions on the vote machine that could allegedly be used to alter votes,

singularly or in bulk, if a nefarious user chose to do so.  It is also alleged that

he or Dominion performed illegal un-certified updates to possibly 1000s

of Georgia election machines just days before the election.

This much we know.

Coomer and Dominion Voting Systems are also allegedly threatening

hefty lawsuits against all websites and news agencies who dare to speak out

against their alleged massive national (and possibly international) scheme to

allegedly rig our alleged elections.  That is why we all must be very careful

about what we say about Dominion and The Great and Powerful Eric Coomer.

Allegedly.
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New Video Shows Dominion’s Eric Coomer

Admitting Their Voting Machine Systems Are

Wireless and Support All Networks
By Jim Hoft
Published January 3, 2021 at 9:11pm 
768 Comments



Dr. Eric Coomer who is responsible for the strategy and Security at

Dominion Voting Systems.

Coomer is a staunch Never-Trumper and Antifa supporter.  His Facebook page

was littered with Trump-hating propaganda before it was shut down.

In 2016 Coomer told the Illinois States Board of Elections that it was

possible to bypass election systems software.

And in 2017 Eric Coomer explained how to alter votes in the Dominion

Voting Systems in a demonstration to Chicago officials.

This was a separate demonstration in the Chicago area (notice he is wearing a

dark jacket and is without the wrist protector.)

🤡



🤡2017 DR. ERIC COOMER EXPLAINS HOW TO ALTER VOTES IN THE

DOMINION VOTING SYSTEM

🙄THIS SEEMS ABSOLUTELY RIPE FOR FRAUD

👿“Don’t worry about the election, Trump’s not gonna win. I made f**king

sure of that!” – Dr. Eric Coomer VP of US Engineering for US Dominion

Voting Company pic.twitter.com/dEuPIzGOlC

— �PoliticalArtsFarm� (@hppyjesusfreak) November 23, 2020

Here is the video on Rumble:



And now there is video of Dominion’s Eric Coomer, during that same

demonstration, admitting during a demonstration that the Dominion Voting

Systems are wireless.

This is a direct contradiction to the latest statements by Dominion officials!

Via inventor and data analyst Jovan Pulitzer:



Submit a Correction
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#AreTheyWireless #DominionVotingSystems  Hear their VP
- Then ask yourself, are these wireless? better yet ask your
8 year old what they think he said! #ExecutiveOrderScan
#KinematicArtifacts@LLinWood@PatrickByrne
@GenFlynn@RudyGiuliani@TalkMullins@michellemalkin
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REPORT: Georgia Secretary of State Brad

Raffensperger Neglected to Protect Georgians

By Allowing Dominion Voting Machines in

Elections – He Didn’t Prevent Fraud – He

Provided for It
By Joe Hoft
Published January 4, 2021 at 7:30am 
132 Comments



Georgia’s corrupt Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger is

in criminal trouble now after leaking a phone call with the

President of the United States.  A recent report highlights

that his allowing Dominion voting machines to be used in

his state (STILL) doesn’t prevent fraud but allows for vote

manipulation and fraud.

Yesterday it was reported that Georgia’s corrupt Secretary of State (SoS) Brad

Raffensperger is the party to two lawsuits from the President of the United

States after leaking information related to their recent call:



But quite frankly, Raffensperger has done much worse.  The Georgia SoS is to

ensure secure and accurate elections are to be held in his state and yet he

allowed Dominion voting machines to be used in the 2020 Presidential

President Trump Files Two Lawsuits Against
Dirty Georgia Secretary of State
Raffensperger for Leaking Confidential
Litigation Call

The travesty in Georgia continues. President Trump held a one-hour

long phone call on Saturday with crooked Secretary of State Brad

Raffensperger and state election officials on the 2020 election in his

state that was fraught with fraud. Itʼs not clear if Ruby Freeman or

Ralph Jones, Sr. were on the call. In the one-hour … Continue reading

The Gateway Pundit



election opening the door to foreign intervention and blatant discrepancies

and fraud.

A report from yesterday at CD Media lays out this case about the entire

Dominion voting machine systems:

In short, there is no security on the Dominion system at all. Most

importantly, you’ll see how the election is being stolen from the inside.

The stories about the election tallies being sent overseas to Germany,

Rome, the UK, Canada, and other exotic places to be processed are true.

Inside Dominion’s contract is a use of temporary foreign worker’s clause



for the GA general election. This is Dominion’s contract with the State

of Georgia.

Dominion’s contract authorizes foreigners to be involved in the election

counting results:

Dominion hired workers in foreign countries to service the 2020 election.

Dominion uses 3 or 4 levels of access keys to operate the Democracy Suite

system. Just to be able to work from outside the United States, these

foreign nationals working with the ballots need have master tech keys.

With the tech keys every part of the system is open and every election file

is available and changeable.

The following is from ES&S’ contract with Michigan. ES&S is a close mirror

company to Dominion. Both companies offer remote access for election

servicing work.

CD Media shares:

With the Georgia run-off election happening on January 5 , you will get

angry with the information you’re about to read. Voters in every other state

using Dominion/Diebold systems, ES&S, Unisyn, or other electronic voting

system during the 2020 election will be angry.

th



GA SoS Brad Raffensperger posted what is essentially a guide to hack

Dominion, ES&S, and Smartmatic voting systems during the summer of

2019, one year ahead of the 2020 elections. This made every aspect of the

Dominion Voting Systems Democracy Suite open for business to anyone in

the business of skewing elections. Raffensperger gave them a year to

prepare with the actual components Dominion uses and perfect the

methodologies used to hack the GA election.

This link is to the redacted GA Master Technical Evaluation. Although

redacted, the report left every route needed to hack and control each

technical component Dominion uses as well as adding an actual

vulnerability to get hackers started.

We reported a month ago on the control weaknesses within Dominion’s

voting machines which are ripe for fraud:

HUGE: One of Many IT Heroes Uncovers Damning Evidence

Regarding Potential for Fraud Within Dominion Voting Machines

We’ve also reported on the only audit since the 2020 election of the Dominion

voting machine.  This audit in Michigan proved the Dominion voting machines

and software didn’t prevent fraud, they provided for it:



Fully Exposed–The Dominion Plot to Defraud the American Voters

and President Trump

The Dominion voting machines should never have been put

in place in Georgia or any other state with such blatant

control weaknesses and mechanisms for vote

manipulation.  They were ripe for fraud, and it now appears

that may be the only reason they were used in the first

place.
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